
Guide To Choosing The Best Concealed Carry
Holsters For Your Lifestyle
Concealed carry holsters are essential accessories for anyone who carries a
firearm. A good holster not only guarantees the safety of your weapon but also
ensures that you can comfortably carry it throughout the day. With so many
options available in the market, choosing the right concealed carry holster can be
overwhelming. This comprehensive guide will help you understand the factors to
consider when selecting a holster that best suits your lifestyle. Whether you are a
veteran gun owner or a beginner, this guide will assist you in making an informed
decision.

Understanding Holster Types

The first step in choosing a concealed carry holster is understanding the different
types available. Each type is designed to cater to specific preferences and
lifestyles. Here are some popular types:

In-The-Waistband (IWB) Holsters: These holsters are worn inside the
waistband, offering excellent concealment and easy accessibility.

Outside-The-Waistband (OWB) Holsters: Unlike IWB holsters, OWB
holsters are worn outside the waistband, making them more visible but
offering greater accessibility and comfort.

Appendix Carry Holsters: These holsters are designed to be worn in front
of the body, generally around the appendix area. They provide comfort and
quick access.

Ankle Holsters: Ideal for backup or smaller firearms, ankle holsters securely
wrap around the ankle, offering a discreet method of carrying.



Shoulder Holsters: Worn under the arm, shoulder holsters distribute the
weight of the firearm evenly, providing excellent concealment along with easy
access.

Factors to Consider

Now that you have a basic understanding of holster types, it's important to
consider the following factors when choosing the best concealed carry holster:
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Comfort and Concealment

The primary purpose of a concealed carry holster is to ensure that your firearm
remains hidden from view. Look for holsters that provide adequate concealment
while offering comfort for extended wear. Consider the holster's material, padding,
and weight distribution to avoid discomfort or printing (visible outline of the
firearm).

Accessibility
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Quick access to your firearm can be a lifesaver in an emergency situation.
Choose a holster that allows for easy and rapid retrieval of your weapon. Holsters
with adjustable retention mechanisms and quick-release features are particularly
desirable.

Firearm Retention

Assess the holster's ability to retain your firearm securely. The last thing you want
is for your weapon to accidentally fall out or be grabbed by an unauthorized
individual. Look for holsters with adjustable retention screws or mechanisms to
ensure a perfect fit for your firearm.

Quality and Durability

A concealed carry holster can go through a lot of wear and tear on a daily basis.
Investing in a high-quality holster made from durable materials will ensure its
longevity. Holsters made from materials such as Kydex, leather, or nylon are
known for their toughness and longevity.

Concealed Carry Method

Your lifestyle and personal preferences play a significant role in determining the
best carry method for you. Consider factors such as clothing style, body type, and
daily activities. For example, if you frequently wear tight-fitting clothing, an IWB
holster would be a better option.

Choosing the Right Holster for Your Lifestyle

Now that you have a clear understanding of the factors to consider, it's time to
select the perfect holster for your lifestyle:

Step 1: Assess Your Needs



Evaluate your daily routine, mode of dressing, and preferences. Think about how
you plan to carry your firearm and under what circumstances. Do you need a
comfortable holster for all-day wear, or is ease of concealment your primary
concern?

Step 2: Research and Compare

Take the time to research and compare different holster models and brands.
Read online reviews, watch video demonstrations, and seek recommendations
from other gun owners. Look for holsters that consistently receive positive
feedback on factors important to you.

Step 3: Test and Try Prior to Purchase

Whenever possible, try the holster before making a purchase. Many firearm
stores offer "try before you buy" programs or allow customers to wear holsters for
a short period to assess comfort and concealment. Experimenting with different
holsters will ultimately help you find the perfect fit.

Step 4: Consider Professional Advice

If you are still uncertain about which holster to choose, consider seeking advice
from a professional firearms instructor or a knowledgeable gun store employee.
They can provide insights tailored to your specific needs and help you find the
best concealed carry holster.

A Final Word

Choosing the best concealed carry holster for your lifestyle demands careful
consideration. By understanding the different holster types and evaluating the
factors mentioned in this guide, you can make an informed decision. Remember,
there is no one-size-fits-all solution when it comes to holsters, and what may work
for others might not work for you. Take the time to research, test, and find the



perfect fit. Your concealed carry holster will become an essential accessory,
ensuring both the safety and comfort of carrying your firearm.

Now that you are equipped with the knowledge to choose the best concealed
carry holster, it's time to explore the market and find the perfect fit for your
lifestyle and firearm. Stay prepared, stay safe!
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Congratulations! You’ve completed your concealed weapons class and have your
permit. Now you’re ready to go to the local gun shop and pick out that one perfect
pistol for self-defense. So far, so good. However, if you’re like most folks, you
didn’t think much about how you’ll actually carry the thing around. This can lead
to an uncomfortable exchange with the bespectacled gun-counter guy. If your
experience is anything like mine, he’ll look down his nose at you while a little drop
of white spittle forms at the corner of his mouth. You’ll ask which holster he
recommends. And he’ll sneer.
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I’ve seen this scenario play itself out more times than an I Love Lucy rerun.
Holster selection for concealed carry is quite possibly one of the most
misunderstood and glossed over areas in the gun world. Like clothing, holsters
are very personalized so you’ll eventually wind up like everyone else who carries.
First you’ll have a dresser drawer full of them, then one day you’ll wake up to the
realization that a storage unit is needed to contain the rest. With the awesome
responsibility of carrying a gun for self-defense comes the opportunity to prevail
and survive an otherwise lethal confrontation. Yet that responsibility also
becomes a life-changing event with the holster. In all its many interesting designs
and variations it’s the one thing allowing you to keep your personal safety tool by
your side and close at hand at all times, no matter how you dress. I hope this little
book serves as a guide to help you do just that.
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